OIL FINISH
WOOD FLOORINGS

maintenance guidelines

PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR A CORRECT USAGE OF AN IP NATURAL HARD WA OIL FINISH WOOD
FLOORING
Collections: Antique Oak (Malto, Farro, Orzo), Lounge ‘21 (Smoked) and Marco Polo
1. After installation, clean the surface carefully with a vacuum cleaner
(warning: be sure that the vacuum brush is suitable for wood floorings).
2. Use a microfiber rag.
3. Mop “slightly” using IPF cleaner for oil finish wood floorings (Soft Balm),
following the instructions provided on the packaging. Spread the
solution using a well wrung microfiber rag and avoid rubbing too heavily.
Protect the flooring with specific non woven fabric if the works on site need
finalizing. In any case, it is recommended to proceed with the installation of the
flooring only once all the operations of plant building, painting etc. have been
finalized.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
a. Always first clean the surface with a vacuum cleaner (see point 1).

Pulibrill

b. Clean regularly using IPF cleaner for oil finish wood floorings (Soft Balm) at least
twice a month, following the instructions provided on the packaging. Spread
the solution using a well wrung microfiber rag (approximate yield: 1 litre pack
= 700,00 m²).
In case of need or for high traffic areas, increase the frequency of use (3/4 times
per month).

In order to guarantee more water resistance (kitchen, bathroom etc.), it can be
used (no more than twice a year) our enlivening solution (Wax Care).
Follow the instructions provided on the packaging, whilst taking care to apply a
small quantity of product and spread it all over with a dry microfiber rag Warning:
right after application, the flooring may result particularly slippery.

IMPORTANT NOTES
Use the vacuum cleaner regularly.
For the daily cleaning, if necessary, only use a dry microfiber rag.
The microfiber rag, used as dried, is an efficient dust buster (do not wash the rag
with a softening);
- do not use inappropriate or aggressive cleansers: ammonia, bleach, muriatic
acid, alcohol, etc.;
- for washing, only use flat and well wrung microfiber rags;
- use the vacuum cleaner frequently in order to prevent the dirt to squeeze into
the veinings of wood;
- absolutely avoid applying on the flooring surface any sticking tape or any other
sort of adhesive tape;
- if any colouring liquid is accidentally spilled on the floor (wine, coffee, etc.), clean
it shortly;
- within the office environment, provide swivel chairs with wheels suitable for
wood floorings (soft wheels) or put a transparent rug between the chair and the
floor;
- within the home environment, provide tables, chairs, furniture etc. with felt pads;
- keep a constant humidity level in the environments (suggested humidity level
45%-65%);
- do not worry about little scratches and/or imperfections, a distressed wood
flooring is definitely more charming than a flooring looking perfect and straight
like a piece of furniture or, even worse, looking like a fake wood flooring.

For the exceptional maintenance program o for particular cases
(scratches, stubborn stains, abrasions, etc.), always contact our technical office:
info@italianaparquet.it

www.italianaparquet.it

